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This book gives a comprehensive overview of the most advanced theories, methodologies and
applications in computer vision. Particularly, it gives an extensive coverage of 3D and robotic
vision problems. Example chapters featured are Fourier methods for 3D surface modeling and
analysis, use of constraints for calibration-free 3D Euclidean reconstruction, novel
photogeometric methods for capturing static and dynamic objects, performance evaluation of
robot localization methods in outdoor terrains, integrating 3D vision with force/tactile sensors,
tracking via in-floor sensing, self-calibration of camera networks, etc. Some unique applications
of computer vision in marine fishery, biomedical issues, driver assistance, are also highlighted.
This interface is being recognized by business organizations as a key priority for management,
and both practitioners and academics alike have placed a greater emphasis on the need to
view the supply chain as a whole as the vehicle by which competitive advantage is achieved.
As well as drawing upon current research and the experience of firms worldwide, Marketing
Logistics uses numerous 'mini-cases' and vignettes to illustrate the key messages in each
chapter and bring the theory to life. This book is an invaluable resource for managers who
seek to understand more about the way in which the supply chain should be managed to
improve their organization's competitive position, as well as students undertaking degree-level
courses in marketing, logistics and supply chain management. * Builds on the success of the
first edition * Incorporates new Customer Service element, in line with current thinking *
Contains a full range of industry examples offering practical insight
What’s New in the Third Edition, Revised Printing The same great book gets better! This
revised printing features all of the original content along with these additional features: •
Appendix A (Assemblers, Linkers, and the SPIM Simulator) has been moved from the CDROM into the printed book • Corrections and bug fixes Third Edition features New pedagogical
features • Understanding Program Performance - Analyzes key performance issues from the
programmer’s perspective • Check Yourself Questions - Helps students assess their
understanding of key points of a section • Computers In the Real World - Illustrates the
diversity of applications of computing technology beyond traditional desktop and servers • For
More Practice - Provides students with additional problems they can tackle • In More Depth Presents new information and challenging exercises for the advanced student New reference
features • Highlighted glossary terms and definitions appear on the book page, as bold-faced
entries in the index, and as a separate and searchable reference on the CD. • A complete
index of the material in the book and on the CD appears in the printed index and the CD
includes a fully searchable version of the same index. • Historical Perspectives and Further
Readings have been updated and expanded to include the history of software R&D. • CDLibrary provides materials collected from the web which directly support the text. In addition to
thoroughly updating every aspect of the text to reflect the most current computing technology,
the third edition • Uses standard 32-bit MIPS 32 as the primary teaching ISA. • Presents the
assembler-to-HLL translations in both C and Java. • Highlights the latest developments in
architecture in Real Stuff sections: - Intel IA-32 - Power PC 604 - Google’s PC cluster Pentium P4 - SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite for processors - SPEC Web99 benchmark for
web servers - EEMBC benchmark for embedded systems - AMD Opteron memory hierarchy AMD vs. 1A-64 New support for distinct course goals Many of the adopters who have used our
book throughout its two editions are refining their courses with a greater hardware or software
focus. We have provided new material to support these course goals: New material to support
a Hardware Focus • Using logic design conventions • Designing with hardware description
languages • Advanced pipelining • Designing with FPGAs • HDL simulators and tutorials •
Xilinx CAD tools New material to support a Software Focus • How compilers work • How to
optimize compilers • How to implement object oriented languages • MIPS simulator and
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tutorial • History sections on programming languages, compilers, operating systems and
databases On the CD • NEW: Search function to search for content on both the CD-ROM and
the printed text • CD-Bars: Full length sections that are introduced in the book and presented
on the CD • CD-Appendixes: Appendices B-D • CD-Library: Materials collected from the web
which directly support the text • CD-Exercises: For More Practice provides exercises and
solutions for self-study • In More Depth presents new information and challenging exercises for
the advanced or curious student • Glossary: Terms that are defined in the text are collected in
this searchable reference • Further Reading: References are organized by the chapter they
support • Software: HDL simulators, MIPS simulators, and FPGA design tools • Tutorials:
SPIM, Verilog, and VHDL • Additional Support: Processor Models, Labs, Homeworks, Index
covering the book and CD contents Instructor Support
C++ PROGRAMMING: FROM PROBLEM ANALYSIS TO PROGRAM DESIGN, Sixth Edition
remains the definitive text for a first programming language course. D.S. Malik's time-tested,
student-centered methodology uses a strong focus on problem-solving and full-code examples
to vividly demonstrate the how and why of applying programming concepts and utilizing C++ to
work through a problem. This new edition includes updated end-of-chapter exercises, new
debugging exercises, an earlier introduction to variables and a streamlined discussion of userdiscussion of user-defined functions to best meet the needs of the modern CS1 course. An
optional CourseMate brings C++ PROGRAMMING: FROM PROBLEM ANALYSIS TO
PROGRAM DESIGN to life with interactive study tools including videos, quizzing, flashcards,
and games. The CourseMate's digital Lab Manual offers additional hands-on exercises,
allowing students to reinforce critical thinking through practice. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Research surrounding teacher quality and teacher effectiveness has continued to grow and
become even more prominent as teaching has become more professionalized globally and
countries have invested more comprehensively in teacher education, certification, and
professional development. To better understand teacher effectiveness, it is important to have a
global viewpoint to truly understand how beliefs and practices vary in each country and can
lead to different characterizations of what makes an effective teacher. This includes both crosscultural commonalities and unique differences in conceptualization of teacher effectiveness
and practices. With this comprehensive, international understanding of teacher effectiveness, a
better understanding of best practices, teacher models, philosophies, and more will be
developed. International Beliefs and Practices That Characterize Teacher Effectiveness
identifies, shares, and explores the predominant conceptual understandings of beliefs and
practices that characterize effective teachers in different countries. This book provides
international and cross-cultural perspectives on teacher effectiveness and examines the
prominent philosophies of teaching and pedagogical practices that characterize teachers in
selected countries. Each chapter includes a background, such as history and undergirding
philosophy within each country, effective teacher models, prominent applications of teacher
effectiveness practices, and special or unique features of teaching in the specific countries
mentioned. This book is essential for practicing educators in various countries, teacher
educators, faculty, and students within schools and colleges, researchers in international
comparative studies, organizations engaged in international education, and administrators,
practitioners, and academicians interested in how teacher effectiveness is characterized in
different countries and regions across the world.
An accessible and wide-ranging study of the history of the book within local, national and
global contexts.
Fatigue of structures and materials covers a wide scope of different topics. The purpose of the
present book is to explain these topics, to indicate how they can be analyzed, and how this can
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contribute to the designing of fatigue resistant structures and to prevent structural fatigue
problems in service. Chapter 1 gives a general survey of the topic with brief comments on the
signi?cance of the aspects involved. This serves as a kind of a program for the following
chapters. The central issues in this book are predictions of fatigue properties and designing
against fatigue. These objectives cannot be realized without a physical and mechanical
understanding of all relevant conditions. In Chapter 2 the book starts with basic concepts of
what happens in the material of a structure under cyclic loads. It illustrates the large number of
variables which can affect fatigue properties and it provides the essential background
knowledge for subsequent chapters. Different subjects are presented in the following main
parts: • Basic chapters on fatigue properties and predictions (Chapters 2–8) • Load spectra
and fatigue under variable-amplitude loading (Chapters 9–11) • Fatigue tests and scatter
(Chapters 12 and 13) • Special fatigue conditions (Chapters 14–17) • Fatigue of joints and
structures (Chapters 18–20) • Fiber-metal laminates (Chapter 21) Each chapter presents a
discussion of a speci?c subject.
More than a tenth of the land mass of the UK comprises 'urban fringe': the countryside around
towns that has been called 'planning's last frontier'. One of the key challenges facing spatial
planners is the land-use management of this area, regarded by many as fit only for locating
sewage works, essential service functions and other un-neighbourly uses. However, to others
it is a dynamic area where a range of urban and rural uses collide. Planning on the Edge fills
an important gap in the literature, examining in detail the challenges that planning faces in this
no-man’s land. It presents both problems and solutions, and builds a vision for the urban
fringe that is concerned with maximising its potential and with bridging the physical and cultural
rift between town and country. Its findings are presented in three sections: the urban fringe and
the principles underpinning its management sectoral challenges faced at the urban fringe
(including commerce, energy, recreation, farming, and housing) managing the urban fringe
more effectively in the future. Students, professionals and researchers alike will benefit from
the book's structured approach, while the global and transferable nature of the principles and
ideas underpinning the study will appeal to an international audience.

This volume brings together a massive body of much-needed research information on a
problem of crucial importance to labor economists, policy makers, and society in
general: unemployment among the young. The thirteen studies detail the ambiguity and
inadequacy of our present standard statistics as applied to youth employment, point out
the error in many commonly accepted views, and show that many critically important
aspects of this problem are not adequately understood. These studies also supply a
significant amount of raw data, furnish a platform for further research and theoretical
work in labor economics, and direct attention to promising avenues for future programs.
Thinking Methodologically: Basic Principles of Social Research Design focuses on the
underlying logic of social research and encourages students to understand research
methods as a way of thinking. In this book author Donileeen Loseke provides an
overview of the basic principles of social research, including the foundations of
research (data, concepts, theory), the characteristics of research questions, the
importance of literature reviews, measurement (conceptualization and
operationalization), data generation techniques (experiments, surveys, interviews,
observation, document analysis) and sampling. Relationships among these
components of research are stressed, and the repeated, explicit lesson throughout
these pages is that it is not possible to argue that one or another form of research is
“better” than any other and that good researchers understand the differences
among—and appreciate the capabilities of—different tools.
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Frankenstein (with Audio & Text)East West Studio
Effective science teaching requires creativity, imagination, and innovation. In light of
concerns about American science literacy, scientists and educators have struggled to
teach this discipline more effectively. Science Teaching Reconsidered provides
undergraduate science educators with a path to understanding students,
accommodating their individual differences, and helping them grasp the methods--and
the wonder--of science. What impact does teaching style have? How do I plan a course
curriculum? How do I make lectures, classes, and laboratories more effective? How can
I tell what students are thinking? Why don't they understand? This handbook provides
productive approaches to these and other questions. Written by scientists who are also
educators, the handbook offers suggestions for having a greater impact in the
classroom and provides resources for further research.
With tips on understanding -- and surviving -- the new bankruptcy laws If you're
considering bankruptcy, you need straightforward answers and reliable advice. This
handy guide covers it all -- so you can get your finances in line and your life back on
track. This updated new edition covers everything you need to know about the new
bankruptcy law and includes even better resources. Don't get desperate -- get out of
debt instead! Discover how to * Weigh the consequences of bankruptcy * Manage your
spending * Find professional help you can trust * Decide on the right type of bankruptcy
* Pass the means test * Keep more of your stuff
Transform your high school accounting course with CENTURY 21 ACCOUNTING
GENERAL JOURNAL 10E, the leader in high school accounting education for more
than 100 years. Input from educators, accounting professionals, content experts, and
high school accounting students has informed the tenth edition's new critical-thinking
activities, real-world applications, updated Accounting instruction, and enhanced online
learning solutions, including Online Working Papers and Automated Accounting Online
computerized accounting software. CENTURY 21 ACCOUNTING 10E maintains its
renowned instructional design and step-by-step approach to teaching the mechanics of
accounting. Greater emphasis on conceptual understanding and financial statement
analysis in the tenth edition encourages students to apply accounting concepts to realworld situations and make informed business decisions. New features like Forensic
Accounting, Think Like an Accountant, Financial Literacy, and Why Accounting? are a
few examples of the expanded opportunities for students to master valued skills, such
as critical thinking and technology use, as defined by the Partnership for 21st Century
Skills. In addition, commercial technology, integrated throughout the text, equips
students to work with Microsoft Excel, Peachtree, QuickBooks, and Automated
Accounting Online, with step-by-step instructions and the flexibility to use multiple
versions of software. Trust the dedicated leader in accounting education to transform
your accounting course with a time-tested instructional design, enhanced digital
solutions, and a comprehensive package to address your contemporary classroom
needs and prepare your students for success in the 21st century. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This book explores how different ideas of the common good may be compared,
contrasted and ranked.
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus is a novel written by the British author Mary
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Shelley. The first edition was published anonymously in London in 1818, and Shelley's
name appeared on the revised third edition, published in 1831. The title of the novel
refers to the scientist, Victor Frankenstein, who learns how to create life and creates a
being in the likeness of man, but larger than average and more powerful. In modern
popular culture, people have tended to refer to the Creature as "Frankenstein"
(especially in films since 1931), despite this being the name of the scientist, and the
creature being unnamed in the book itself. Frankenstein is a novel infused with
elements of the Gothic novel and the Romantic movement. It was also a warning
against the "over-reaching" of modern man and the Industrial Revolution, alluded to in
the novel's subtitle, The Modern Prometheus. The story has had an influence across
literature and popular culture and spawned a complete genre of horror stories and films.
It is arguably considered the first fully-realised science fiction novel and raises many
issues still relevant to today's society.
In this long-awaited compendium of new and newly revised essays, Alison Wylie
explores how archaeologists know what they know. Examining the history and
methodology of Anglo-American archaeology, Wylie puts the tumultuous debates of the
last thirty years in historical and philosophical perspective.
A fully updated, step-by-step guide for implementing COSO's Enterprise Risk
Management COSO Enterprise Risk Management, Second Edition clearly enables
organizations of all types and sizes to understand and better manage their risk
environments and make better decisions through use of the COSO ERM framework.
The Second Edition discusses the latest trends and pronouncements that have affected
COSO ERM and explores new topics, including the PCAOB's release of AS5; ISACA's
recently revised CobiT; and the recently released IIA Standards. Offers you expert
advice on how to carry out internal control responsibilities more efficiently Updates you
on the ins and outs of the COSO Report and its emergence as the new platform for
understanding all aspects of risk in today's organization Shows you how an effective
risk management program, following COSO ERM, can help your organization to better
comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act Knowledgeably explains how to implement an
effective ERM program Preparing professionals develop and follow an effective risk
culture, COSO Enterprise Risk Management, Second Edition is the fully revised,
invaluable working resource that will show you how to identify risks, avoid pitfalls within
your corporation, and keep it moving ahead of the competition.
Data management technology is rapidly progressing, and with it comes the need for
stricter rules that ensure the information being collected is handled appropriately.
Ensuring Research Integrity and the Ethical Management of Data is an essential
resource that examines the best approaches for providing quality research, as well as
how to effectively manage that information in a reputable way. Featuring extensive
research on relevant topics such as qualitative data collection, data sharing, data
misinterpretation, and intellectual property, this scholarly publication is an ideal
reference source for academicians, students, and researchers interested in current
trends and techniques in ethical research and data management.
The ongoing growth of information and communication technology is a high priority for
any developing country. These advances help progress with different sectors of socioeconomic development within these countries, and strengthens our global economy as
a whole. Securing Government Information and Data in Developing Countries provides
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an informative examination of the latest strategies and methods for protecting
government information and data within developing countries. Presenting dynamic
topics such as security-critical systems, watermarking authentication, hybrid biometrics,
and e-voting systems, this publication is an ideal reference source for practitioners,
academicians, students, and researchers who are interested in the emerging trends of
data security for governments.
Presenting an introduction to computing and advice on computer applications, this book
examines hardware and software with respect to the needs of the social scientist. It
offers a framework for the use of computers, with focus on the 'work station', the center
of which is a personal computer connected to networks by a telephone-based modem.
This book provides a clear and thorough introduction to meta-analysis, the process of
synthesizing data from a series of separate studies. Meta-analysis has become a
critically important tool in fields as diverse as medicine, pharmacology, epidemiology,
education, psychology, business, and ecology. Introduction to Meta-Analysis: Outlines
the role of meta-analysis in the research process Shows how to compute effects sizes
and treatment effects Explains the fixed-effect and random-effects models for
synthesizing data Demonstrates how to assess and interpret variation in effect size
across studies Clarifies concepts using text and figures, followed by formulas and
examples Explains how to avoid common mistakes in meta-analysis Discusses
controversies in meta-analysis Features a web site with additional material and
exercises A superb combination of lucid prose and informative graphics, written by four
of the world’s leading experts on all aspects of meta-analysis. Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins, and Rothstein provide a refreshing departure from cookbook approaches with
their clear explanations of the what and why of meta-analysis. The book is ideal as a
course textbook or for self-study. My students, who used pre-publication versions of
some of the chapters, raved about the clarity of the explanations and examples. David
Rindskopf, Distinguished Professor of Educational Psychology, City University of New
York, Graduate School and University Center, & Editor of the Journal of Educational
and Behavioral Statistics. The approach taken by Introduction to Meta-analysis is
intended to be primarily conceptual, and it is amazingly successful at achieving that
goal. The reader can comfortably skip the formulas and still understand their application
and underlying motivation. For the more statistically sophisticated reader, the relevant
formulas and worked examples provide a superb practical guide to performing a metaanalysis. The book provides an eclectic mix of examples from education, social
science, biomedical studies, and even ecology. For anyone considering leading a
course in meta-analysis, or pursuing self-directed study, Introduction to Meta-analysis
would be a clear first choice. Jesse A. Berlin, ScD Introduction to Meta-Analysis is an
excellent resource for novices and experts alike. The book provides a clear and
comprehensive presentation of all basic and most advanced approaches to metaanalysis. This book will be referenced for decades. Michael A. McDaniel, Professor of
Human Resources and Organizational Behavior, Virginia Commonwealth University
Highly applied and packed with real-world examples and cases, Understanding
Business Ethics, Second Edition by Peter A. Stanwick and Sarah D. Stanwick, prepares
readers for the ethical dilemmas they may face in their chosen careers by providing
broad, comprehensive coverage of business ethics from a global perspective. The
book’s 26 cases deal with a variety of ethical areas, including Ponzi schemes, fraud,
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product recall, bribery, telephone hacking, insider trading, the illegal downloading of
copyrighted material, the unethical and dangerous activities of a monopoly, and
dangerous working conditions, as well as four cases that emphasize the positive
aspects of business ethics.
Understanding Elder Abuse in Minority Populations is an especially valuable and
unique contribution to the field because most of the chapters are written by minority
researchers and based upon studies within their own indigenous communities across
the United States. Major sections of the book deal with specific racial/ethnic
populations: African American, Hispanic, Asian American, and Native American. The
book concludes with discussions of the overall impact of elder abuse on all populations,
culturally specific outreach programs, and a synthesis of current knowledge on minority
elder abuse. An authoritative resource, Understanding Elder Abuse in Minority
Populations is for all caregivers dealing with minority elders.
Some recent trends in macroeconomic theory and practice; A critique of Keynesian
macroeconomics; The basic neoclassical model; Extension of the neoclassical model; Long
term policy analysis; The rational expectations hypothesis; Macroeconomic policy and rational
expectations; Theory and practice.
Gum Printing: A Step-by-Step Manual Highlighting Artists and Their Creative Practice is a twopart book on gum bichromate written by the medium’s leading expert, Christina Z. Anderson.
Section One provides a step-by-step description of the gum printing process. From setting up
the "dimroom" (no darkroom required!) to evaluating finished prints, it walks the reader through
everything that is needed to establish a firm gum practice with the simplest of setups at home.
Section Two showcases contemporary artists’ works, illustrating the myriad ways gum is
conceptualized and practiced today. The works in these pages range from monochrome to
colorful and from subtle to bold, representing a variety of genres, including still lifes, portraits,
nudes, landscapes, urbanscapes and more. Featuring over 80 artists and 400 full-color
images, Gum Printing is the most complete overview of this dynamic and expressive medium
that has yet appeared in print. Key topics covered include: The history of gum Simple digital
negatives for gum, platinum, and cyanotype Preparing supplies Making monochrome, duotone,
tricolor, and quadcolor gum prints Printing gum over cyanotype Printing gum over platinum
Troubleshooting gum Advice on developing a creative practice
Making Shakespeare is a lively introduction to the major issues of the stage and print history,
whilst also raising questions about what a Shakespeare play actually is. Tiffany Stern reveals
how London, the theatre, the actors and the way in which the plays were written and printed all
affect the 'Shakespeare' that we now read. Concentrating on the instability and fluidity of
Shakespeare's texts, her book discusses what happened to a manuscript between its first
composition, its performance on stage and its printing, and identifies traces of the production
system in the plays we read. She argues that the versions of Shakespeare that have come
down to us have inevitably been formed by the contexts from which they emerged; being
shaped by, for example, the way actors received and responded to their lines, the props and
music used in the theatre, or the continual revision of plays by the playhouses and printers.
Allowing a fuller understanding of the texts we read and perform, Making Shakespeare is the
perfect introduction to issues of stage and page. A refreshingly clear, accessible read, this
book will allow even those with no expert knowledge to begin to contextualize Shakespeare's
plays for themselves, in ways both old and new.
The genesis of this book began in 1979 with the publishing of the first edition of Printing
Estimating Principles and Practices...This book has the same core objectives as the previous
editions: to chronicle th way contemporary print providers estimate, cost, an dprice their work
in light of the prevailing technologies they use and the business environments they must
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survive in. There reamins a "how-to" component as well as a "theory" component in this text:
"how-to" subjects such as estimating paper or press time or bindery costs and "theory" topics
that include management information systems, activity-based costing, benchmarking, decisionmaking tools, and important pricing issues and rules. Chapter 7 addresses how to estimate
digital print using "click charge" methods and the process of building cost matrices for static
and variable print, as well as estimating website development.There is a compact disc
acconpanying this book that contains a number of appendices with support items, including...a
complete set of estimating problems with answers...and a comprehensive Glossary of Terms.
Exercise problems in each chapter.
Elgar Research Agendas outline the future of research in a given area. Leading scholars are
given the space to explore their subject in provocative ways, and map out the potential
directions of travel. They are relevant but also visionary. This book provides a critical
assessment of key areas of urban scholarship. In twelve stimulating chapters, expert
contributors examine a range of important pressing topics from sustainability and gentrification
to feminist interventions and globalization to security and food issues. Six more regionally
informed expert reviews examine recent urban research in sub-Saharan Africa, South America,
East Asia, the Middle East, Australia and Eastern Europe. The chapters provide polemical
assessments and signposts for future research. The book will be an indispensable and
accessible guide to urban research across the globe.
Packed with discussion questions, activities, suggested additional references, selected
readings, and many other features that speak directly to students and library professionals,
Gregory’s Collection Development and Management for 21st Century Library Collections is a
comprehensive handbook that also shares myriad insightful ideas and approaches valuable to
experienced practitioners. This new second edition brings an already stellar text fully up to
date, presenting top-to-bottom coverage of the impact of new technologies and developments
on the discipline, including discussion of e-books, open access, globalization, self-publishing,
and other trends; needs assessment, policies, and selection sources and processes; budgeting
and fiscal management; collection assessment and evaluation; weeding, with special attention
paid to electronic materials; collaborative collection development and resource sharing;
marketing and outreach; self-censorship as a component of intellectual freedom, professional
ethics, and other legal issues; diversity and ADA issues; preservation; and the future of the
field. Additional features include updated vendor lists, samples of a needs assessment report,
a collection development policy, an approval plan, and an electronic materials license.
In this paper the authors apply their results on the geometry of polygons in infinitesimal
symmetric spaces and symmetric spaces and buildings to four problems in algebraic group
theory. Two of these problems are generalizations of the problems of finding the constraints on
the eigenvalues (resp. singular values) of a sum (resp. product) when the eigenvalues
(singular values) of each summand (factor) are fixed. The other two problems are related to the
nonvanishing of the structure constants of the (spherical) Hecke and representation rings
associated with a split reductive algebraic group over $\mathbb{Q}$ and its complex
Langlands' dual. The authors give a new proof of the ""Saturation Conjecture"" for $GL(\ell)$
as a consequence of their solution of the corresponding ""saturation problem"" for the Hecke
structure constants for all split reductive algebraic groups over $\mathbb{Q}$.

Purchasing is championed as key to improving health systems performance.
However, despite the central role the purchasing function plays in many health
system reforms, there is very little evidence about its development or its real
impact on societal objectives. This book addresses this gap and provides: ·A
comprehensive account of the theory and practice of purchasing for health
services across Europe ·An up-to-date analysis of the evidence on different
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approaches to purchasing ·Support for policy-makers and practitioners as they
formulate purchasing strategies so that they can increase effectiveness and
improve performance in their own national context ·An assessment of the
intersecting roles of citizens, the government and the providers Written by
leading health policy analysts, this book is essential reading for health policy
makers, planners and managers as well as researchers and students in the field
of health studies. Contributors: Toni Ashton, Philip Berman, Michael Borowitz,
Helmut Brand, Reinhard Busse, Andrea Donatini, Martin Dlouhy, Antonio Duran,
Tamás Evetovits, André P. van den Exter, Josep Figueras, Nick Freemantle,
Julian Forder, Péter Gaál, Chris Ham, Brian Hardy, Petr Hava, David Hunter,
Danguole Jankauskiene, Maris Jesse, Ninel Kadyrova, Joe Kutzin, John
Langenbrunner, Donald W. Light, Hans Maarse, Nicholas Mays, Martin McKee,
Eva Orosz, John Øvretveit, Dominique Polton, Alexander S. Preker, Thomas A.
Rathwell, Sabine Richard, Ray Robinson, Andrei Rys, Constantino Sakellarides,
Sergey Shishkin, Peter C. Smith, Markus Schneider, Francesco Taroni, Marcial
Velasco-Garrido, Miriam Wiley
SUCCEEDING IN BUSINESS WITH MICROSOFT OFFICE EXCEL 2013
prepares your students to solve business problems by moving beyond the basic
point and click skills to think critically about realistic business situations. When
students combine software analysis with their own decision making abilities, they
are more likely meet any business challenge with success. The Succeeding in
Business Series emphasizes problem-solving, critical thinking, and analysis challenging students to find efficient and effective solutions. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
This volume in The SAGE Reference Series on Disability explores ethical, legal,
and policy issues of people with disabilities, and is one of eight volumes in the
cross-disciplinary and issues-based series, which examines topics central to the
lives of individuals with disabilities and their families. With a balance of history,
theory, research, and application, specialists set out the findings and implications
of research and practice for others whose current or future work involves the care
and/or study of those with disabilities, as well as for the disabled themselves. The
presentation style (concise and engaging) emphasizes accessibility. Taken
individually, each volume sets out the fundamentals of the topic it addresses,
accompanied by compiled data and statistics, recommended further readings, a
guide to organizations and associations, and other annotated resources, thus
providing the ideal introductory platform and gateway for further study. Taken
together, the series represents both a survey of major disability issues and a
guide to new directions and trends and contemporary resources in the field as a
whole.
It is a pleasure to be asked to write the foreword to this interesting new book.
When Professor Bedrikovetsky first accepted my invitation to spend an extended
sabbatical period in the Department of Mineral Resources Engineering at
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Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, I hoped it would be a
period of fruitful collaboration. This book, a short course and a variety of technical
papers are tangible evidence of a successful stay in the UK. I am also pleased
that Professor Bedrikovetsky acted on my suggestion to publish this book with
Kluwer as part of the petroleum publications for which I am Series Editor. The
book derives much of its origin from the unpublished Doctor of Science thesis
which Professor Bedrikovetsky prepared in Russian while at the Gubkin Institute.
The original DSc contained a number of discrete publications unified by an
analytical mathematics approach to fluid flow in petroleum reservoirs. During his
sabbatical stay at Imperial College, Professor Bedrikovetsky has refined and
extended many of the chapters and has discussed each one with internationally
recognised experts in the field. He received great encouragement and editorial
advice from Dr Gren Rowan, who pioneered analytical methods in reservoir
modelling at BP for many years.
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